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Notes on the Cimeter (Scimitar)
in the Book of Mormon
William ]. Hamblin and A. Brent Merrill
To what Mesoamerican weapon could the Book of Mor
mon authors have been referring with the word cimeter?
Since evidence on this matter is sparse and ambiguous,
the following discussion should Be viewed as preliminary
speculations.
All references except Enos 1:20 mention it in conjunc
tion with the sword, although many passages mention the
sword without mentioning the scimitar. Note also that the
earliest reference (fifth century B.c., Enos 1:20) is the single
case where the cimeter is listed without the sword. The
cimeter is here described as a Lamanite weapon, which
might indicate that the weapon was of Lamanite origin. If
this is true, the Nephites adopted the cimeter some time
after the fifth century B.c. The cimeter is not mentioned
after 51 B.c., despite the fact that there are references in
Mormon 6:9 to swords and Bows, the other major weapons
of the Book of Mormon. This could be an arbitrary omis
sion, but it could also indicate that the cimeter fell out of
use sometime after the first century B.c. There is no detailed
indication from the text as to how the cimeter was used
or what type of wounds it inflicted, except one instance
where "their [the Nephite's] swords and their cime
ters . . . brought death almost at every stroke" (Alma
43:37, ca. 74 B.c.), which could imply that the Book of
Mormon cimeter was a cutting weapon.
There are three characteristics that distinguish the scim
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itar from an ordinary sworD: it is sharp only on one side,
its blade is curved, and it is used only to cut. Some of the
same characteristics that Distinguish a scimitar from a
sworD Distinguish several different types of Mrsoamrrrcan
melee weapons. Indeed, the early Spanish conquistadores
and colonists correlated some Mesoamerican weapons
with the scimitar. Antonio de Solis y RivaDeneyra relates
that the Aztecs "had likewise long Swords, which they
used with both Hands, as we Do our Scimitars."1
One of the earliest Mesoamerican candidates for the
Book of Mormon scimitar is found in a Late Pre-Classic
sculpture that shows a warrior holding in one hand a
macuahuitl2 and in the other a strange curved weapon (see
fig. 3, p. 339 in chapter 15). It is impossible to say for
certain what this item is supposed to represent. However,
a similar weapon is known in India — the haladi.3 Note that
this warrior holds both a macuahuitl sworD and a curved
weapon just as Zerahemnah is Described in the Book of
Mormon as being armed with.
In our opinion, however, the Book of Mormon cimeter
should probably be identified with a curved, axlike weapon
held by many of the figures in the Temple of the Warriors
at Chichen Itza. It appears to be a curved piece of wood
in the end of which was inserted obsidian or flint blades
(see fig. 1)4 Although in appearance it is somewhat like
an ax, it is structurally different, in that an ax has a straight
shaft of wood with a blade mounted on the shaft, while
this weapon has a curved shaft of wood with a blade
mounted at the tip of the wood.
A final possible interpretation, although somewhat far
fetched, comes from the etymology of samsir. According
to medieval Persian lexicographers/ samsir Derives from
sam, "claw," and iir, "lion," thus meaning, "lion's claw,"
perhaps so Designated because the blade curves like a lion's
claw. This Persian term is similar in meaning to the Egyp-
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Figure 1. Sketch of a possible Mesoamerican scimitar. This figure clearly
shows the structure of the weapon as being different from the standard ax.

Figure 2. Jaguar claw mace, detail from Yaxchilan, lintel 6 (structure 1), ca.
a.d. 750. In this figure, a jaguar claw has apparently been cut off and
mounted on a piece of wood, or perhaps the entire forearm was severed and
skinned, leaving the claw with the bone forearm as the haft of the weapon.

tian word for scimitar—khope?—meaning "foreleg." This
suggests the Nephite word for scimitar (written in Re
formed Egyptian) and reflects the appropriate, modern
English term for a type of sickle sword that originated in
the Near East several thousand years ago.
There Is artistic and literary evidence showing that the
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Figure 3. Flint "jaguar claw knife," Classic Period, Lei Palmar.

early Maya used severed jaguar claws mounted on sticks
as weapons (see fig. 2) and fashioned imitation jaguar claws
from stone and wood (see fig. 3)7 Similar weapons made
in imitation of tiger claws, called bagh nakh (tiger claw) were
also used in India.8 The jaguar claw weapon was in part
ceremonial, perhaps being utilized by officers or by mem
bers of a jaguar martial society? There is a slight indication
that the scimitar may have had a ritual or ceremonial func
tion, for when Zerahemnah surrenders to Moroni, he gives
him his sword, scimitar, and bow as token of his surrender
(see Alma 44:8), although, of course, he may simply have
been Disarming himself. As mentioned above, although
the scimitar is almost always paired with the sword in the
Book of Mormon, there is no clear indication as to the type
of wound it inflicted, so that a jaguar claw weapon cannot
be precluded.
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